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‘It’s not where you are taking things from- it’s 
where you take them to’ . At Motley Roots, we 
hope to entwine the life of an artisan who for 
centuries has chiselled his fate with an ever 
dwindling hope of survival, with the vibrancy 
of the contemporary lifestyle choices. A whiff 
of fresh air to the waning art and a sparkle of 
hope for the artisan that his future generations 
will find pride in their heritage. We produce 
contemporary designs that craftsmen can 
elegantly imbibe in their traditional art form and 
fashion products that add a touch of finesse to 
your homes.

Designers and artisans combined together to 
create designs suitable for each area. Not just in 
terms of house decor but also into fashion.

Contact us 
Ph. no. 8953932809/ 7755058029
Email- motleyrootsindia@gmail.com
www.motleyroots.com https://www.  
Follow us on:



Focus is not easy for anyone but at Sambhav these 
children learnt that very well. Sambhav provides 
generalized as well as person-specific training to its 
students, to help prepare them for a more meaningful 
and independent life.

The special adults at Sambhav took opportunity to 
make diyas and candles on this diwali. From making 
to colouring to finishing all work was done by these 
people. These people Worked effortfully for 6 hours 
daily to make these diyas. Some really wanted to 
make career in candle making in future. 

Help to ensure that people with special abilities have 
equal opportunities. Being special shouldn’t exclude 
someone from the opportunity to be independent. 
At Sambhav foundation these differently-abled are 
help ed with special education, transport, healthcare, 
and vocational training so that they overcome the 
disability and live a normal life.



Designer Diya

Students at Sambhav worked 
really hard to make diyas beautiful 
and finished. with their special 
skills they made each diya with 
lot of love and care. Each diya 
is hand painted, finished and 
packed by students themselves. 
It took 5 days for 3 students  to 
make a nice set of diya for your 
diwali.

Get any of these diya sets with 
our product range and support 
these intellectually special 
people earn a living. 



set of 6 designer diya set of 8 designer diya

220/- 220/-

Glittering diya with white candle 
add a glint in this diwali

Combination of floral design floating 
candle and colourful set of diyas.

SV03 SV04

terracotta urli

200/-

Beautiful terracotta urli with vibrant blue and yellow colour along with soothing 
pink  floating candles.  Box size- 7.5 inch

SV01



Set of 4 designer diya Set of 6 designer diya

200/- 220/-

Set of 2 designer diyas

150/-

Set of 4 designer diyas

250/-

Inspired from Kolam art form, the 
motifs are design are converted into 
two tone round diya set of four.
Box size- 7.5 inch

Inspired from Kolam art form, the 
motifs are design are converted into 
two tone oval diya set.

Set of 4 big dual tone colourful diyas 
mixing warm and cool colours together 
for a finesse look.
Box size- 7.5 inch

SV01 SV02

SV05 SV06

Combination of terracota diya with 
colourful candles.



Ganesha

Presenting a wide range of  ganesha 
idols from stone to metal. each 
piece of  ganesha is handmade 
and decorated by our specialized 
artisans. Each idol has its own 
importance and looks lovely in every 
corner of  the house. Each idol is 
packed properly in a cardboard box. 



stone chowki with ganesha

450/-

stone chowki with ganesha

450/-

stone chowki with ganesha

350/-

chair ganesha

650/-

Marble chowki decorated with 
Indian motifs with a Ganesha statue 
with mukut.

Marble chowki decorated with 
Indian motifs with a Ganesha statue 
with pagdi to give festive look.

Marble chowki decorated with 
Indian motifs with a marble ganesha 
decorated with stones.

Brass casted ganesha figurine on 
rocking chair for the modern house.
size- 5 inch.

GA01 GA02

GA03 GA04



hanging diya ganesha

600/-

SHADOW ganesha

120/-

shadow ganesha

600/-

ganesha on shell

750/-

Brass casted ganesha with 5 diya 
attached perfect for the diwali 
decor. size - 5 inch.

Brass casted ganesha silhouette 
structure with simple yet modern 
look. size -  5 inch.

Brass casted ganesha face inspired 
from conch placed on conch with a 
finer look. size -  5 inch.

GA05 GA06

GA07 GA08

Shadow of Ganesha is created 
on wall when t-light is lighten up. 
Available in other deities also. 
size -  4 inch.



chair ganesha

650/-

wall ganesha

550/-

leaf ganesha

550/-

shadow ganesh laxmi

450/-

Brass casted ganesha sitting on a 
chair for the modern house. 
size -  5 inch.

Brass casted ganesha for the wall.
size -  5 inch.

Brass casted baby ganesha placed 
on leaf to hang on wall. size -  5 inch.

Beautiful shadow of Ganesh Lakshmi 
on wall when candles lighted up. 
size -  4 inch.

GA09 GA10

GA11 GA12



A symbol of  adaption is blue pottery 
derived from Turkish-Persian origin.  
But today it is completely known as 
Jaipur blue pottery. Being adapted 
the artisans of  this craft has given an 
Indian touch by the variation in motifs 
and design. This pottery himself  
has made its way to Jaipur in a very 
interesting history. This pottery is 
not just beautiful but also source of  
income to a large group of  people who 
has devoted their life in this. The efforts 
in this craft can easily be noticed by 
the intricacy of  design hand painted 
on this. This craft has taken lots of  
twist and turns to reach world wide 
fame. Some of  the finest and modern 
product range are present which is 
perfect for gifting.

Blue pottery



single drawer

250/-

double drawer

550/-

triple drawer

850/-

four drawer

1200/-

Combination of wood and blue pottery 
in the form of single drawer. Available in 
both painted or plain wood.

Combination of wood and blue pottery 
in the form of double drawer. Available 
in both painted or plain wood.

Combination of wood and blue pottery 
in the form of three drawer. Available in 
both painted or plain wood.

Combination of wood and blue pottery 
in the form of four drawer. Available in 
both painted or plain wood.

BP01 BP02

BP03 BP04



coster set

850/-

aroma diffuser big

720/-

aroma diffuser small

520/-

mugs

550/-

Add a touch of whimsy and colour 
to your dining range. Each coaster 
has velvet base to easily use on any 
surface. size - 4 inch each.

Enhance & Enjoy your life with 
aromatherapy by this effective burners. 
Use it as a healing tool, room freshener, 
or deodorizer . size- 6 inch.

BP05

Intricately painted with Indian motifs 
range of mugs. size - 4 inch.

BP06

BP07 BP08

Enhance & Enjoy your life with 
aromatherapy by this effective burners. 
Use it as a healing tool, room freshener, 
or deodorizer . size- 4 inch.



cylinderical vase

1200/-

sugar pot set of two

1000/-

Unique and enthralling range of 
bathroom accessories available in 
various design and colours.

bathroom accessories

1700/-

vase

850/-

BP09 BP10

BP11 BP12

Sky blue cylindrical vase designed 
to add a new personality to your 
House. 
size - 10 inch.

Set of 2 sugar pot to a glimpse of 
design and colour of your dining.
size- 4 inch.

Add colours and intricacy in your 
drawing room by these beautiful 
vases. size - 6inch.



Lights & Lamps

Lighten this diwali with a wide range 
of  exquisite, handcrafted designs in 
lights and lamps. From hanging lamps 
to make dramatic statement to table 
lamps and lanterns to beautifully 
illuminating any space. All the piece 
come in proper packing which makes 
it a proper gift for anyone.



gold antique lantern

400/-

gold antique lantern

400/-

gold antique lantern

1150/-

Brass sheet engraved big golden 
lamp for the corner of the house. 
Size-14 inch

LP01 LP02

LP03 LP04

Brass sheet engraved in antique 
domb shape with glass to hang in 
any place. size - 6 inch.

Brass sheet engraved in pentagon 
shape with glass to hang in any 
place. size - 6 inch.

Brass sheet engraved in antique 
domb shape in rustic look with glass 
to hang in any place. size - 7 inch.

850/-

big antique lantern



Open lantern

950/-

golden lantern

450/-

buddha lantern

750/-

colourful  lantern

250/-

Post light inspired lamps in various 
solid bright colours.

Big golden lamp with intricate jali 
work on it. Easy to hang and light.

Intricate circles engraved in metal to 
make a foldable lamp which pases 
light from both sides.

Metal Buddha lamp intricately 
carved for the corner. Size- 5inch.

LP05 LP06

LP07 LP08



single lotus light

600/-

double lotus light

1100/-

single lotus light

400/-

triple lotus light

1600/-

Beautiful single wide tulip glass bowl 
t-light holder placed on a lotus 
shaped brass holder.

Beautiful single wide tulip glass bowl 
t-light holder placed on a lotus 
shaped brass holder.

Beautiful double wide tulip glass 
bowl t-light holder placed on a lotus 
shaped brass holder.

Beautiful three wide tulip glass bowl 
t-light holder placed on a lotus 
shaped brass holder.

LP09 LP10

LP11 LP12



lotus hanging light

500/-

lotus t-light 

300/-

lotus t-light 

340/-

lotus t-light 

300/-

Inspired with lotus brass lotus with 
red center glass  t-light holder for the 
center table.

Inspired with lotus brass. Hanging 
light t-light holder.

Inspired with lotus brass lotus with 
yellow center glass  t-light holder for 
the center table.

Inspired with lotus. Pink lotus t-light  
holder for this festive season.

LP13 LP14

LP15 LP16



wall t-light

650/-

bottle t-light 

500/-

diya hanging light 

500/-

hanging floral decor

1300/-

Floral inspired hanging decor for the 
auspicious room with flowers.

Minimalistic spiral design t-light holder 
with bright colour glass placed on 
the top.

Irregular circular patterns t-light 
holder with a rope hanging makes 
beautiful patterns when lighted up

Wick shaped 3 diya set with 
minimalistic design on the outer rings. 

LP17 LP18

LP19 LP20



three leaf wall t light

550/-

four leaf wall t light

550/-

leaf t light

230/-

five leaf wall t light

950/-

Black and golden single leaf t-light 
stand for the corner table

Black and golden leaf t-light with 3 
leaves attached to hang on wall

Black and golden leaf t-light with 4 
leaves attached to hang on wall

Black and golden 5 leaves t-light 
stand for the corner table

LP21 LP22

LP23 LP24



 hanging leaf t light

230/-

bird leaf t-light

450/-

Iron leaf shaped double t-light holder 
with birds sitting on top to hang on 
your wall.

Iron leaf shaped single t-light holder 
to hang on your wall.

buddha lamp

550/-

design lantern

550/-

Intricate designs engraved on brass 
sheet lamps. Variation in size and 
colour available.

Buddha face engraved on the lamp. 
It brightens up when lit.

LP25 LP26

LP27 LP28



three golden round hang-
ing

250/-

jali hanging lantern

250/-

jali table round hanging

550/-

jali fruit shape lantern

250/-

Fruit shape jali lamp in golden and 
black colour available.

Hanging bird house inspired jali lamp 
with simple design.

3 ball shaped hanged together as a 
t-light holder.

2 balls hanged together in a iron 
frame as a t-light holder for the table.

LP29 LP30

LP31 LP32



crystal stand t light set of 3

600/-

Set of 3 crystal lamp available with 
different sizes. Give your house a 
finesse look with these. Available in 3 
different sizes.

LP33 LP34

LP35 LP36500/-

350/- 300/-

crystal ROUND t light

Round crystal t-light holder perfect 
for the corner of room. Available in 3 
different sizes..

crystal t-light flower stand

Crystal t-light stand in shape of flower 
gives a perfect finish to house. 
Size- 6inch.

cylindrical crystal t-light holder 
perfect for the corner of room. 
Available in 3 different sizes.

crystal cylinder t light



sun lamp

700/-

design lamp 

800/-

round lamp

1400/-

jaal lamp

1400/-

A very elegant lamp shade with a 
Sun shaped iron frame.
size-14 inch.

A very elegant lamp shade with a 
flower pot shaped iron frame.
size-14 inch.

Golden base with a dark green 
lampshade a perfect blend of 
exclusivity.
size-14 inch.

Golden wire wrapped base elegantly 
merged with white lampshade.
size-14 inch.

LP37 LP38

LP39 LP40



jali lamp

250/-

jali ganesha lamp

350/-

Iron jali cut lamp for t-lights. Repetitive 
circular patterns perfect for any 
place in the house.

Iron Ganesha engraved lamp for the 
entrance of your house.

LP41 LP42

star lamp

450/-

Designed from vintage doors. Metal 
lamp is perfect for any corner of the 
house. size- 5 inch

LP43

nest lamp

450/-

Inspired by the weaver bird this nest 
lamp is perfect for your outdoor. 
It looks natural and beautiful both 
ways.

LP44



Metal engraving is a fine and a 
delicate art. This craft shows the 
traces of  Islamic culture. There are 
many sharp tools used in the process 
of  tracing the design on to the brass, 
silver and copper. Metal ornaments 
have been a rave in all ages and times. 
The attractive contrasts in colours 
and textures of  metals has led to the 
evolution of  metal ornamentation 
through techniques like inlay, overlay, 
applique, fixing of  colours etc. Wide 
range of  containers are present for 
gifting which looks royal and elegant.

Containers



three bowl with stand

2400/-

single bowl with stand

1450/-

two bowl with stand

2200/-

single bowl with deer stand

1500/-

Stainless steel hollow bowl in a brass 
wood shape structure for the center 
table. size -  6  inch.

Stainless steel hollow bowl in a brass 
deer shape structure for the center 
table. size -  7 inch.

2 Stainless steel hollow bowls in a 
brass wood shape structure for the 
center table. size -  10 inch.

3 Stainless steel hollow bowls in a 
brass wood shape structure for the 
center table. size -  12 inch.

CS01 CS02

CS03 CS04



urli with hammered effects

1200/-

brass urli with handle

1250/-

brass urli with ghungroo

900/-

floral design brass urli

1200/-

Urli made of brass sheet with handle 
to give exclusivity in this festive 
season.

Finely attached ghoongroo in the 
urli perfect for any puja occasion. 

Hammered style urli with a base gives 
a charismatic feel to your home.

Floral design urli perfectly designed  
for the center of place to give 
welcoming feel.

CS05 CS06

CS07 CS08



Duck shape center table bowl

950/-

section leaf bowl copper finish

1200/-

flower bowl with stand

600/-

leaf bowl

850/-

Inspired by beauty of Hibiscus flower. 
This center piece bowl blends 
perfectly with any home.

Intricately casted leaf bowl with 
proper tanticles of leaf visible gives 
a natural touch to the house.

Intricate leaf design in a 5 section 
bowl perfect for center table.

Duck shaped brass bowl intricately 
designed. Looks great in any part of 
the house

CS09 CS10

CS11 CS12



brass bowl set

550/-

brass bowl

300/-

brass bowl set with tray

550/-

brass bowl

300/-

Brass bowl with spoon inspired from 
leaf which is perfect for sweet  dish.

Brass round bowl with spoon with 
silver effect for a royal look.

Round Brass bowl set with spoon 
perfect to serve sweet dish this 
festive season.

Round Brass bowl set with tray with 
floral design bowls and spoon.  

CS13 CS14

CS15 CS16



brass three section bowl 

1000/-

brass two wine glass set

1700/-

brass two glass set

1200/-

leaf bowl 

900/-

Brass bowl in white inspired from 
maple leaf perfect for center table.

3 section leaf bowl inspired from 
leaves. Perfect for gifting.

Brass glass set of 2 with intricate 
carved design. Inspired by vintage 
style of glasses.

Brass wine glass set of 2 with intricate 
carved design. Inspired by vintage 
style of glasses.

CS17 CS18

CS19 CS20



three section bowl 

450/-

leaf bowl 

450/-

swatik bowl

450/-

peacock design bowl 

450/-

Intricate design brass plate with 3 
section for the table.

Intricate design brass plate with leaf 
design for the table.

Intricate design brass plate with 
swastik design for the table.

Intricate design brass plate with 
peacock design for the table.

CS21 CS22

CS23 CS24



round bowl 

450/-

three bowl with tray

1200/-

Bowl set of 3 with triangular tray 
with enamel blue green colour and 
pattern of leaf.

Intricate design brass plate with 
round design for the table.

Brass casted peacock design bowl 
with spoon.

Peacock bowl

850/-

brass two wine glass set

Brass wine glass set of 2 with intricate 
carved design in gold plating. 
Inspired by vintage style of glasses.

1800/-

CS25 CS26

CS27 CS28



moving cart bowl set of two

850/-

colourful brass box with lid

350/-

2 Metal bowl set with bird lid on a 
moving cart for the dining table.

Colourful metal box with wooden lid 
and brass bird handle.

Jali cut metal base with wooden lid 
and bird handle for any corner of 
the house.

950/-350/-

3 Metal bowl set with bird lid on a 
moving cart for the dining table.

CS29 CS30

CS31 CS32


